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Under the REACH regulation of the European Union (EU), Teijin Aramid BV has three roles: 

 Manufacturer 

 Importer 

 Downstream User 
 
As manufacturer Teijin Aramid has registered the monomers PPD and TDC (intermediates that are 
also sold) as well as the products OPD, hydrochloric acid and sulphuric acid.  
The polymer p-aramid (PPTA) that Teijin Aramid produces, requires no REACH registration. 
 
The various Twaron® products (e.g. yarn and pulp), Sulfron® and Endumax® do not require registration 
as these are articles.  
 
All packaging materials used for Twaron®, Sulfron® and Endumax® are REACH compliant. 
 
Teijin Aramid is the importer and distributor of Teijinconex® and Technora® in the EU. These articles 
do not require registration in REACH. However, Teijin Aramid will register, if necessary, any substance 
that we import directly into the EU.  
 
Also, Teijin Aramid is responsible for the safety data sheets (SDS) of its own product range. 
Extended SDSses (e-SDSses) and SDSses are available compliant with the REACH and CLP 
legislation. They will be modified if necessary.  
 
As downstream user Teijin Aramid require from their suppliers compliance with the REACH 
regulation, e.g. registration before the relevant deadline, information about presence of SVHC’s 
(Substances of Very High Concern) and up-to-date safety data sheets of their products.  
 
Within Teijin Aramid procedures are in place to implement all requirements related to the REACH 
regulation. 
 
For further information on REACH please contact your Teijin Aramid sales contact person. 
 
 
For Teijin Aramid BV, 

                                                                
Dr. Ir. J.H. Boelee     Mr. E. Delnoij 
Manager CSR/QHSE     Director Marketing & Sales 
 
P.O. Box 5153 
6802 ED Arnhem 
The Netherlands 
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Disclaimer: 
This data reflects our best knowledge at the time of publication. The content is subject to change as a result of 
new developments. It only contains a selection of the properties of the product(s) and is meant for commercial 
use only. Teijin Aramid gives no warranties and does not accept any liability regarding (i) the fitness of the 
products for any particular use, (ii) the correctness, completeness and usage of the information, (iii) the usage of 
the products (iv) or any infringement of any (intellectual or industrial) property of a third party. All intellectual 
property rights regarding this publication are the property of - or are licensed to - Teijin Aramid. Without our prior 
written consent, the reproduction and publishing of (parts of) this publication is prohibited.  


